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For Teachers: 1-One student reads the sentence. Then whole class repeats. 2-Call on a student, give 
them a letter that matches a picture, ask the student to say the sentence that goes with the picture.  3-Ask 
the students to demonstrate the actions of each vocabulary word. Ask them to say the sentences as they 
demonstrate. Example: Grate the cheese (say it and show it)

Fill in the blanks:
________________ the carrots
________________the vegetables
________________ the chicken
_______________   the sauce on top
_________________the celery
________________ the cheese
_________________the onions
_________________the broccoli
_________________the mushrooms
_________________the tofu
_________________the baking pan
_________________the oven
_________________2 eggs
_________________the ingredients

Write the letter of the picture that shows:

1.___breaking eggs into a bowl
2.___preheating the oven
3.___sauteing mushrooms
4.___slicing tofu
5.___grating cheese
6.___baking a casserole
7.___cutting up chicken
8.___stirring the soup
9.___mixing the ingredients
10.___microwaving the mixture
11.___steaming the broccoli
12.___dicing the celery

Answer these questions:

What is the lady doing with the chicken?
Answer: She is cutting up the chicken.
What is the lady doing with the celery?
Answer: She is dicing _________________________
What is the lady doing with the carrots?
Answer: She is _________________________
What is the lady doing with the onions?
Answer: _____________________________________
What is the lady doing with the cheese?
Answer:______________________________________
What is the lady doing with the sauce?
__________________________________________________



Match the definitions to the words

mix cut into small pieces using a grater

chop take off the skin with a peeler

steam combine ingredients with a spoon

peel turn the oven on before you are ready to cook the food

preheat cook over boiling water, not in it

grate cut into small pieces with a knife

Practice these conversations:

Conversation 1
Ann: Should I put the meat in the oven?
Belle: No, you have to preheat the oven first. Put the meat in the oven when the temperature is at 400 
degrees.

1-When should Belle put the meat in the oven?
2-Belle preheats the oven to what temperature?

Conversation 2
Belle: Please use the spray oil to grease the baking pan.
Ann: Why do you grease the pan?
Belle: I grease the pan so the meat wonʼt stick to it.

1-What does Belle use to grease the pan?
2-Why does Belle grease the pan?

Conversation 3
Belle: Will you slice the meat into one inch strips?
Ann: I will slice the meat. What should I do next?
Belle: Dip the meat in the flour. We will fry the meat in oil. These are steak fingers.
Ann: Should I add salt and pepper to the meat?
Belle: Yes, that is a good idea.

Describe what Ann will do to the meat. 
1-First she will slice ____________________________________
2-Next, she will dip _____________________________________
3-Then they will fry _____________________________________
4-She will add __________________________________

Fill in the blanks:
1.________________ the oven to 400 degrees.
2.________________ the soup as it cooks.
3.________________ the soup until it is done.
4.________________ the cake mix for five minutes.
5.Chicken soup is made with ________________, __________, ________________, and 
____________.


